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Character Qualification Code
Here at Making Much of Christ Ministries, we strive to partner with men and women of integrity
who want to make known the name of Jesus to the ends of the world. We believe that one’s character
always outlasts their gifting. Below we have provided the Character Qualifications for joining our
organization rooted in 1 Timothy 4:12a. Each individual should live their life in such a way that is
God honoring. This is accomplished by setting an example in:






In Speech
o You are expected to speak in a manner that brings glory to God at all times. Regardless of
what setting one finds themselves in, a good candidate will have the wisdom and maturity
to use their tongue to bring life and not death. You will uphold a concerted focus when
writing things for this organization that is altogether: accurate, loving, fearless,
excellent, and most importantly thought provoking.
In Conduct
o You are expected to conduct themselves as disciples of Christ; recognizing that their actions
(both positive and negative) directly reflects upon MMCM’s organization. Furthermore,
they are to immediately report any action (directly or indirectly) associated with
themselves that may bring reproach to this organization. A servant’s mindset is expected
as a contributor to this ministry. Therefore, a viable partner to our ministry will make
every effort to answer the call of their position; putting forth their best effort. They are to
treat their position as an offering unto the Lord; leaving no energy left unused. Simply
put, treat this ministry as their own. Lastly, their conduct should be transferrable to
others; producing good fruit.
In Love
o





We expect you to have a winsome spirit in all their engagements; both directly and indirectly
connected to MMCM. If they are sharing difficult truths for the betterment of a recipient of MMCM;
they are to do it in love-yet not compromising truth.

In Faith
o You are expected to be believers of Christ. This means a robust understanding of creation,
redemption, and the consummation account of scripture. Furthermore, their knowledge
must be supported by a foundation of belief in Christ’s saving grace. This must
play itself out in their respective communities and permeate in their work connected to
MMCM. Their faith should display itself out by their excellent efforts.
In Purity
o You are expected to live a life of purity: both body and mind. They are to readily share
with an accountability partner in the faith any present struggles that may occur.
Furthermore, if they commit sin that would bring reproach to both their lives and/or
MMCM; they are to immediately report this to Brandon-pastor of MMCM. We expect the
vigorous pursuit of faithfulness-not perfection. Lastly, we expect a pure/honest
pursuit of diligent focus and attention to their position at MMCM.

